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Please complete this form as your submission to ensure prompt and accurate 
receipt and processing. All submissions should be sent by email to  
SIfeedback@sira.nsw.gov.au no later than 11 November 2016.

Name of organisation or individual making this submission

Contact person/authorised delegate

Authorised delegate/contact person

Position

Postal address

Suburb State Postcode

Telephone number Mobile number

Email

Self-insurance licensing  
framework review  
– submission form

Consultation no. WCR 2016/4 
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Publication of submissions

Following processing, submissions may be published on the SIRA website. Copyright in submissions resides 
with the author(s), not with SIRA. Please note below if you do NOT want your submission or any part(s) of 
it published on the SIRA website.

Publication of submissions will usually include your name and the name of the organisation, if relevant. 
We will remove contact details such as email addresses, postal addresses and telephone numbers. At 
our discretion we may not publish certain submissions (or part of submissions) due to our assessment of 
length, content, appropriateness or confidentiality.

For more information, read the SIRA submission procedure at www.sira.nsw.gov.au/about-us/have-your-say

I have read the SIRA submission procedure

Do you want your content to be confidential?

No, my submission is not confidential
 

Yes, my submission is completely confidential

In part (please indicate confidential areas)
 

Focus question 1: What is your view of the proposed standard licence conditions?

Focus question 2: What is your view of the appropriateness of the draft top tier 
measures for conduct and claims management to set SIRA’s expectations of 
insurance performance?

 

Focus questions continued over...
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Focus question 3: Are there any other areas or measures that should  
be considered?

Focus question 4: What is your view on applying the same assessment criteria 
to applications for a new self-insurer licence?

Focus question 5: What is your view of the allocation of new self-insurers to the 
mid-tier for their first year under licence?

Focus question 6: What is your view on the requirement for self-insurers to 
submit a business plan to outline their strategic direction consistent with 
licensed insurers? 

Further information may be obtained from www.sira.nsw.gov.au.

Phone: 13 10 50

Email: SIfeedback@sira.nsw.gov.au
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	Text Field 208: The licence conditions largely meet the requirements of a sound licencing framework, however, there should be no renewal period as this seems to impose an unnecessary administrative burden. Licences should be issued until the licencee fails to meet the conditions rather than for an eight year term, particularly given the regular monitoring that is proposed.I would also remove the requirement for self-assessment/audit as this does not provide a reasonable level of assurance given the actual conflict of interest that exists in self-reporting. Removal of the WHS auditing requirement as part of the conditions is sensible given SIRA's split from SafeWork and the resultant change in jurisdictions as SafeWork may now act as the independent regulator it is and conduct monitoring of WHS compliance based on its own WHS Roadmap. The reasons for the removal are flawed though. Self-insurers are generally good performers against WHS legislation and the report fails to consider this may be as a result of being subject to external WHS performance monitoring. Historically, WHS auditing was introduced because self-insurers had high levels of injuries and non-compliance with legislation. That their performance has increased over time is more likely than not consequent on being subject to external monitoring, a good reason why SafeWork has included embedding a safety landscape in businesses as a goal in the WHS Roadmap. One way to do this is through WHS performance monitoring, however, this is best left completely to SafeWork and not confused with self-insurance.The monitoring of performance is not a cost because it is amortised against the significant premium savings. Were this not true, businesses would make the financial decision to exit the self-insurance scheme. Stating that external audits provide no value ignores the significant market value in financial, systems and quality auditing. The reason for this is that business and particularly those responsible for running the business gain assurances about performance through auditing.
	Text Field 2010: The problem with the implementation of the conditions will be in definition of "performance." Self-insurers already operate under a complex set of monitoring and reporting requirements but it is rare that any consequence is suffered for failing to meet these requirements. One of the reasons for this is the barriers for entry to the scheme and cost of exit. In that context, it could be seen as harsh to exit a self-insurer from the scheme for failing to meet performance requirements once or even several times. The tiered approach will address this in some ways but may also impose greater financial and administrative pressure on an already poorly performing scheme participant thereby decreasing their ability to comply and further reducing performance. This risk could be reduced by making entering and exiting the scheme easier and quicker so a poor performer can exit the scheme, build their performance and re-enter. The most difficult aspect of this would be current claims which could be alleviated by being able to more easily shift claims management to a scheme agent and back but with a penalty to the previously self-insured business for claims transitioned to a scheme agent.
	Text Field 2011: - Comparison of scheme participants against equivalent non-self insured employers to provide assurance that scheme participants are performing at least as well as these non-scheme employers.- Rates of staff turnover, particularly for injured workers but for workers more generally as this may provide a useful insight into whether workers are exited from the business having suffered an injury- Surveys and monitoring of service providers engaged by the scheme participants to ensure no undue influence is being exerted to reduce claim cost or duration.- The proposed self-assessments/audits should be conducted by independent parties to provide a reasonable assurance of the veracity of the audit outcomes
	Text Field 2012: The performance measures should be transparent and achievable, therefore the business should be in a position to determine whether it will meet the assessment criteria before entry and should be subject to those same criteria.
	Text Field 2013: If the entry gate is set sufficiently high to ensure performance, there is no requirement for new entrants to enter at the mid-tier. They should instead enter at the top tier as the proposed scheme continuously monitors performance and a new entrant should not be assumed to be a poorer performer than those already on the scheme.
	Text Field 2014: This provides no value and is not relevant to workers compensation self-insurance. It should not be implemented.
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